


We are specialists in the design and manufacture of exceptional bespoke  
furniture for the commercial , residential and hospitality sectors.

From the start to the end of the project, our highly experienced expert team 
will take care of every aspect of the project, creating bespoke furniture to the 
exact measurements. Our skilled dedicated team enables us to manufacture a 
vast collection of varied projects for our clients. Throughout our experiance, 

we have created furniture to the highest specification, developing a strong 
reputation amonst our associates, both nationally and globally.







The kitchen is one of the busiest spaces in the home, as it is a living envi-
ronment where many of us gather to socialise, mingle and indulge. And we 
took this into consideration throughout this project, from finely tuning our 
concept to seeing our ideas come together to create a fully functional and 
aesthetically pleasing kitchen. 
As part of this brief, we were also asked to provide two different concepts of 
the same design. Option A being neutral tones such as beige, charcoal and 
dove grey with bronze elements and a tiled design. These tones instantly 
made the entire kitchen feel light, spacious and inviting. 

To create option B, we adapted the design further in order to incorporate hues 
of green and marble tiles to add yet another exciting option for this design.  
Rich, warm tones are a great way to create an inviting space that exudes a sense 
of luxury and warmth. These tones worked perfectly together and made the 
kitchen feel stylish, cosy and welcoming. From design through to installation, 
this project was completed to the highest possible standard, constantly putting 
value and quality first. Over the years, we have continued to go from strength 
to strength and this is reflected in the quality and craftsmanship of all of the 
projects that we work on and of course, is an area of our business that we abso-
lutely refuse to compromise on. 

































Wardrobes are the ultimate design and storage.
We presented few options to our client before the 
final design approval.For this concept we chose grey
pallet with some rose gold handle details 

In option B we chose more nuetral colours, such     
as brown, beige, white and a bit darker pallet.
We always follow project mood, the style that the 
property has and  working along these lines to 
achieve the combination matching our products 
with the rest of the design












































